ANTHROPOLOGY SEMINAR SERIES
SEMESTER 1 2020

Mondays 3:00-4:30pm
Room 3.05, Marie Reay Teaching Centre (#155), Kambri, Australian National University

February 24
Patrick Guinness, ANU
Dreams of the wild amid Australian bushfires and PNG oil palm

March 2
Lisa L Wynn, Macquarie University
The toe dialogues: Adventures in predatory publishing

March 16
Sverre Molland, ANU
Governing with a head but no arms and legs: Safe migration assistance in the Mekong Region

March 23
Simone Dennis, ANU & Andrew Dawson, University of Melbourne
Working with the Devil: Finding out about responsible drinking on the alcohol industry dime

March 30
Carly Schuster, ANU
Weedy finance: Indexing and insuring resilience in the Paraguayan countryside

April 20
James Fox, ANU
Comparative Austronesian relationship terminologies: A development perspective across the language family

April 27
Holly High, University of Sydney
Marriage strikes like an illness: Cross-cousin marriage and household composition in an ethnic Kantu village, Laos

May 4
Ashley Carruthers, ANU
Landing on the Earth: Organic farmers reassembling their local in Central Vietnam

May 11
Darja Hoenigman, ANU
"The name of our village is firing up": Gold fever in a Sepik society, PNG

May 18
Luis Angosto Ferrandez, University of Sydney
Escaping natures: An ethnography of life and rent in Gran Sabana, Venezuela

May 25
Erik Harms, Yale University
The case of the missing maps: Cartographic action in Ho Chi Minh City

Contact
E Fouziyyha.Towghi@anu.edu.au
E Yasmine.Musharbash@anu.edu.au
W archanth.cass.anu.edu.au/